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What is Bowl Poke?

Aloha Poke is a food application which let people customize their bowls in an easy and 

fast way. The user can make an order and pick up the bowl directly at the shop or let it 

deliver to his place. With this app, the user can avoid frustration and time-consuming 

process.

Why do I want to design Bowl Poke?

1.1 Scenario in Daily Life
I and my girlfriend love healthy food. Mostly after work, we are not motivated to cook so I 

regularly pick up food on my way home.

1.2 Finding the problem
But each trip to Aloha Poke is a time-waster. I have just one choice stand in line and pla-

ce my order which takes about 15-20 Minutes.

Also, there’s no easy way to quickly place my order online or telephone and have my 

food ready to pick up as of the many ingredients. So Aloha Poke is losing customers 

because about the time-consuming order process locally.

Aloha Poke doesn’t offer to place my order over the phone or online because of too 

many ingredients.

Other third-party delivery apps offer just ready to eat dishes. They are not prepared to 

allow the customer to create their customized dish.

The parking situation is at this time very difficult.

• Aloha Poke doesn’t offer to place my order over the phone or online because of 

too many ingredients.

• Other third-party delivery apps offer just ready to eat dishes. They are not prepa-

red to allow the customer to create their customized dish.

• The parking situation is at this time very difficult.



2. Solution Thinking

2.1 Designing Goals

Keeping these reasons in mind, I decided on the following mission statement.
Create a beautifully simple app (solution) for Aloha Poke that allows a customer to easily place a food 
order via a mobile device (with minimal effort).
This will be achieved through these specific goals:
It’s important to keep the overview and simplicity. If it clumsy and takes too long, this defeats the purpose. 
It has to be easy, quick and user-friendly.

3. Affinity Diagram

3.1 Affinity Diagram

Before I start to design, I want to know what’s the most important thing about Aloha Poke. When I explo-
ring my mind I switched my role among researcher, designer, strategists. I am trying to dig deeper into 
details from different perspectives.



3.2 Experience Map

Collecting all the information I started to work on a food app to solve the problem. I created this experien-
ce map to understand our product/service interactions from the user’s point of view.

4. Flow Chart

4.1 Sitemap



4.2 Low-fidelity

4.3 User Flow



5. Target Audience & User Case

5.1 Persona (Emphaty)

34

Male

Frontend Dev.

Married

Mountain View

Work and mobile

Iphone and Macbook Pro

8-9 hours

Age

Gender

Occupation

Martial stats

Location

Online location

Hardware

Internet Usage

Good and healthy Food is essential to Mike‘s life.
He is ordering Food monthly after work on the way 
home.

Obstacles Mike faces:

- very time consuming when pick up food after work
- very stressfull finding park place

How will Mike interact with the Aloha Poke App?

Question Mike will ask:

- How can I easily customize my bowl?
- How do I pay my bowl
- Can I save my customized bowl
- Can I share my customized bowls

Mike‘s situation. Goals, motivations:
- eating healthy food keep‘s him active and fit.
- Control his weight
- Avoid cocking after work

key words

healthy food, food delivery, plant based, 
greens,
protein, carbs, 

Mike
Casual Foodie

Mike‘s Story
Healthy Food is a part of my life. I‘m training 
3-4 times per week and a good food after the 
gym is for me important, it gaves me more 
energy and I feel better. I love to eat fresh raw 
food. 

Mostly I pickup food on my way home after the 
gym. I don‘t wanna spend to much time with 
that and trouble as Im pretty tired after the 
workout. But lately I love to eat at Aloha Poke 
as there you can customize your own fresh 
raw food which I love. The downside is that the 
order takes quite a long time Im losing everyti-
me about 20-30 minutes waiting to finish my 
order.

I wish there were a easy online application 
where I can customize my bowl and finish my 
order. Than after the gym I can just grab the 
ready bowl at the shop or let it delivery to my 
house.

Who influences Mike?

His own
research

Co Workers

Friends

Ads



5.2 User Case

As a user, I should be able to easily place a food order
As a user, I should be able to customize my bowl order
As a user, I can view the full menu (extra feature)
As a user, I can view ready Housebowls
As a user, I should be able to edit my bowl
As a user, I should be able to pick a location (for pick up) (extra feature)
As a user, I should be able to set a time when to place my order
As a user (as a repeat customer) I should be able to re-order previous items with minimal clicks 
(think thumb punch, holding the phone in one hand)
As a user, I should be able to create an account to save credit card info and order history
As a user, I should be able to pay  using Paypal

6. User Testing and Integrations

6.1 User Testing

I conducted 3 round user tests to test happiness, adoption and task success with the following 
questions.

• How often do you think you `ll use Aloha Poke Bowl?
• Test adoption of Aloha Poke Bowl.
• Open App and create your first bowl and make your order.
• Task success: Test usability of Aloha Poke’s main function.
• Can you find the button of the Menu section?
• Task success: Test usability of navigation
• Did you find your saved bowl?
• Task success: Test usability of navigation.



6.2.1 Interaction – Tooltip

Some of the worst feedback comes from creating your bowl. In the first version, most of the tester didn’t 
know how to delete the added ingredient.

„I wanna change the added ingredient how can I delete this one“ So I added a tooltip which appears one 
time when they first reach the create screen.

The user has to swipe up the ingredient to delete it.



6.2.2 Interaction – Info icon

Another issue which the tester mention was „how can I get more information about the ingredient?“ It was 
not clear that they have to hold the ingredient thumbnail to open the new detail screen. I added a small 
info icon on the bottom right on the thumbnail.

7. UI Design



MyFitnessPal
An App Redesign Project

The Basics

Company MyFitnessPal

My Role Product Designer, UI/UX Designer, User Researcher, Data architect



What is Fitnesspal?

MyFitnessPal is a smartphone app and website that tracks diet and exercise to determine optimal caloric 
intake and nutrients for the users’ goals and uses gamification elements to motivate users.

What is Fitnesspal?

MyFitnessPal is a smartphone app and website that tracks diet and exercise to determine optimal caloric 
intake and nutrients for the users’ goals and uses gamification elements to motivate users.

• 1. The change data architecture of homepage
• 2. Redesign breakdown of caloric and macronutrient tracking
• 3. Modify the apps navigation bar
• 4. Simplify the customization of changing food weight

Before I start redesign I made a small survey to make sure this app did have problems. I asked these 
individuals to perform tasks related to the general usage of MyFitnessPal such as food logging, change 
the weight of food and checking their caloric breakdown.  I randomly asked 5 people to finish the following 
tasks:

• Add your first food.
• Find the breakdown of the nutrients.
• Add 4 foods in one time.
• how do you like the home page?



Persona

I created a persona based on my key findings and takeaways from the users I spoke with.

28

Male

Financial Accountent 

Single

San Franciso

Work and mobile

Iphone and Macbook Pro

8-9 hours

Age

Gender

Occupation

Martial stats

Location

Online location

Hardware

Internet Usage

Sport and healthy Lifestyle is essential to Mike‘s 
life.

My body and health are very important to me 
on my daily life basis.

Behaviours

- Daily physical activity
- Played footbal until 20 years old
- Uses smartphone apps for the most parts in 
his life
- Cooking at home and bring to office

Pain points

- adding every single food is time consuming 
and 
- setting goals is confusing
- finding the right food is not easy

Mike‘s situation. Goals, motivations:
- tracking his food keep‘s him goign and 
motivated 
- Control his weight
- Safe time

key words
tracking, food, exercise, fats, calories, 
protein, carbs, 

Patric Larsen
User Persona

Mike‘s Story
Sport and staying in shape is a part of my 
life. I‘m training 3-4 times per week and a 
good food on a daily basis is important.
Mostly I‘m eating 3-5 times per day. I don‘t 
wanna spend to much time tracking my 
food daily. But it‘s important fo me to see 
I‘m on the right way hiting my goals. 

Needs

-Track daily food intake
- See breakdown of calories. Fat, Protein and 
Carbs
- Set goals and have a good overview about it



Sitemap

Of being able to log and track 
food more quickly and easily 
her is an overview of the new 
sitemap.

Hi-fi wireframe

I created a hi-fidelity mockup of the home screen in adobe xd.



Increase Sign-ups for Premium Membership

It’s important to show the CTA there where are the most suffer points.





A match-making   
application for NetApp
Case Study

The Basics

Company: NetApp

My Role:  UX, UI, Interaction Design



Project

Creation of a match-making application to connect a customer’s desired business out-

come to the best fitting Data Fabric product by calculating and displaying a decision 

matrix based on the value attributes and cost structures of different possible solutions.

Executive Summary

The application should allow to define and quantify a list of valuable attributes and to 

describe some generic technology use-cases. These items can be combined to create 

a visual, two-di mensional decision matrix that allows comparing the defined use-cases 

based on value a cost. 

The current project aims to create a customer usable minimal viable product (MVP). A 

specific focus besides stabilization and extension of the core functionality is a “delight-

ful” user experience. All features and functions within the scope of this project must 

support the design principle of great and enjoyable usability to provide a user experien-

ce that makes the customer want to come back to use the tool.

Objectives

• Create an enjoyable customer experience. 

• Create the feature-set to ensure that every required input and 

 calculation for the creation of a decision matrix can be handled 

 directly within the tool.

• Provide sufficient documentation to enable the user to test the tool    

 without any guidance from NetApp employees.



My Design Process

  Understand
  Review PRD, User research and define needs

  Understand + Explore
  Ideate solutions, User Flow, Lo-fi Wireframes, Create Prototype

  Materialize
  Test Prototype and iterate

  Materialize + iterate
  Make adjustments, Create Hi-fi Prototype

Kickoff

First, it was important to dive into NetApp’s product’s to fully understand their function. 

After that, we had a Kickoff meeting with PO, Dev, and Stakeholder to be 100% clear on 

the direction. 

I reviewed all the requirements and asked questions to make everything clear. We deci-

ded to test as soon as possible with users and focused on obtaining feedback as early 

as possible so that we can make quick decisions. 
  

„The faster we can iterate, the faster we can discover good ideas.“

1

2

3

4



UNDERSTAND

B2B CUSTOMER PERSONAS

Employees of companies which are in the Computer Software industry will attend Ne-

tApp’s Cloud Value Management (CVM) Workshop. These customers are responsible to 

decide to choose the right systems for their company. 

I started by analysing the needs of different users through several brainstorm sessions. 

In addition to analysing the vision of our client, I outlined a plan to improve the applica-

tion’s ease-of-use and to add the necessary functionalities.

Field: Economy, Finance,
Investment, Strategy

Report Line: Chief Financial Officer

Education: Master of Business Administ-
ration, Drake University

Solution of
interest:

Financial health

Value: Communication, Results
Driven, Vision, Business
Acumen, Numerate

Goals and Needs 

- Need to find the best cost-value solution for the
company
- Need to share the projects with colleagues
- Adaptable to the companies costs
- As a non technical person the application should be 
self-explanatory

Andreas Davids
Financial Manager

Frustrations

- As a non technical person can be sometime difficult
- The decision is based on more than one person
- It’s difficult to keep an overview

Fears

- Unpredictable costs
- Decreasing profitability
- Accurate Record Keeping



Technical decision maker,
Develops IT strategy and
roadmap

Chief Executive Officer

University of Colorado Den-
ver, MBA International Busi-
ness

Set and lead the technology

- Ability to see and convey the
“big picture”
- Broad IT knowledge but not
interested in technical details

Field:

Report Line:

Education:

Solution of
interest:

Value:

Goals and Needs

- Create business value through technology
- Strategic planning of business growth objectives
- Ensure tech systems and procedures lead to
outcome in line with business goals
- Develop and approve technology futures and budgets.

Jeff Morgan
Chief Information Officer

Frustration

- Identifying most promising technology
- Getting company-wide buy-in for new software initia-
tives
- Finding ways to make measurable impact

Fears

- Making bad purchase decisions
- Tarnishing reputation

UNDERSTAND + EXPLORE

GET A BETTER OVERVIEW

After that, I created a mindmap to visualize all features followed with a possible task flow. 

I broke down the process into 4 phases: Deployment Options, Attributes, Values and 

Costs. I included only the main functionalities to gain time without compromising the 

quality.



First low-fid wireframe

Mindmap and User flow

After login, the user sees the deployment option screen where the user needs to create a new option first. 
Besides the result screen, I also included the value/costs diagram on every screen so the user has always 
an overview about their changes. Giving users the ability to see the results on every screen makes it pos-
sible to make changes from every place.



First mid-fi wireframe



MATERIALIZE

TEST PROTOTYPE

Testing Goals

1. Observe user habits in using this app

2. Observe whether the user can complete user case (with or without “hints”)

3. Observe whether the user follow the workflows and eliminate as many as distraction 

elements in the app as possible

Tasks

1. Add a new deployment option

2. Add a new attribute

3. Edit the current attribute

4. Choose an example attribute

5. Fill in the values  



First Prototype



High-level issues identified

– Overall, the users feel the interface looks confusing
– Users struggling to understand specific functions
– After completing the users want to save and share their results
– The users find it exhausting to add all attributes and deploy options by themself.
They asked for predefined options
– Users wanted to disable some of the created attributes rather than to delete it they kept it.
Which was expressed in it that the results become stuffed
– During editing the attributes, users didn’t understand specific parts like performance function
– Users had problems to find the “next” button

Improvements

– After the testing, I sat down with the developer’s to talk about the test results and which improvements 
we need to do. 

– In the prototype, the users wished to save and share their results so we then decided to put all these 
results into projects which the user can create on a dashboard after login.

– Each project can be shared with colleagues including the option to set permission rights

– Each project can be saved locally or in the database

– To increase the user experience we decided to build a box for each deployment option. These boxes in-
clude the logo of the used option’s and additionally a pulldown menu to bundle all the options in one place.

– We also created the option to offer a few predefined deployment options to safe the user’s time

– And decrease the exhausting level.

– The user can select and deselect an option. To increase the clarity all the selected options are shown on 
the bottom which can be also deleted. 

– During the prototype, the user’s had many questions about some features. We did know that there would 
be questions but wanted to get an idea about the amount. We find out that to give them all the information 
they need we need to deliver them text’s and guide videos which will need some space in our application. 
So we created a collapse menu which also includes the results. The user now can collapse the content 
and switch between results and guide.



New User Flow

New low-fi Wireframes



New mid-fi Wireframes



MATERIALIZE + ITERATE

HI-FI WIREFRAMES





Banking App for DKB
An App Redesign Project

The Basics

Company Deutsche Kreditbank

My Role Product Designer, UI/UX Designer, User Researcher, Data architect





ProtonMail Bridge
Redesign
Case Study

The Basics

Company ProtonMail

My Role
UX Design, Data architect



ProtonMail is an end-to-end encrypted email service. ProtonMail uses client-side encryption
to protect email contents and user data before they are sent to ProtonMail servers.

The ProtonMail Bridge is an application for paid users that runs on your computer in the background
and seamlessly encrypts and decrypts your mail as it enters and leaves your computer.
It allows for full integration of your ProtonMail account with any program that supports IMAP and SMTP
such as Microsoft Outlook, Mozilla Thunderbird and Apple Mail.

After the redesign of ProtonMail, we realized there have to be also a new approach to how users interact
with ProtonMail Bridge. And also about how Bridge can match the upcoming ProtonMail 4.0 style.

 After the installation of the Application, the user’s are faced with the challange of set up her/his
 Proton Mail account so the communication between the mail client (e.g Outlook) and the user a  
 count can take place. Design a experience to help the user configure Proton Mail Bridge with the  
 goal to make it as easy as possible for the user and redesign the interface of the application.

My Design Process

It’s great to start with a plan, I try to follow these steps, sometimes jumping back and forth between
them to make sure I stay on the right path.

Analyzing the current product
• Current Userflow
• Moderate User Testing to understanding the problems of old design
• Define core user goals and tasks

Think
• list the ideas and set the strategy. Equipped with the insights from the first user testing I could start sol-
ving problems.
• I also try to involve developers as soon as possible. They can often give some insights about the techno-
logy and which brings some new ideas.
• Created new user flow

Make
• Wireframes
• Low-fi Prototype

Check
Test and learn

Hi-fidelity UI Design

Release under a feature update



1. Analize

Understanding the problems of old design

1.1 Current User Flow

1.1 Current UI Design



1.2 Moderate User Testing

First-round moderated testing on existing application:

We tested with 15 Users who are 30-50 (more men) who have already set up a ProtonMail Account but 
don’t use the Bridge Application yet.

Test Task’s:

User need to connect/set-up his/her ProtonMail client and after that configure the Bridge to work with hit/
her Mail client.

Test Goal’s:

– Observe wether user can successfully complete user case.
– Observe user habits in bringing the app in foreground after installation
– Observe wheter user follow the work flows and eliminate as many as distraction elements int the app as 
possible.

Moderated user testing revealed significant problems with this UI and UX Design of the application.

Test Result:

– Results showed that most of the users don’t understand what to do after connecting their ProtonMail 
account.
- After Sign up with ther Proton Mail and clicking the link to the guide they getting lost or feeling frustrated.
- Another issue is that the users didn’t know how to bring Bridge to the foreground after configuring their 
Mail client

1.3 Define core user goals and tasks

– As one of my goal is to simplify and shorten the configuration process.
– Make it easy to bring the application in the foreground
– Create a redesign of the application adapted to the new design

2. Think

Gathered such insights from user testing we could start creating ideas to solve the problems. But to get 
also the Feedback from the Developer Team we set a meeting also with UX Director and Product Manager 
to get all opinions and ideas involved.

With the developer team we created a MVP that is necessary to move the team forward and avoiding a big 
“inventory” of untested and unimplemented design ideas.“

Created a new user flow

The goal was to shorten the user flow process. Rather than send the user after sign-in to the dashboard 
we designed a opportunity to go directly to the mail configuration page after the user sign-in with his 
email address. From there the user can directly configure his Mail Client.



Rough User Flow Sketches

Detailed User Flow



3. Make

Wireframes

4. Check

The Second round of moderate user testing using one low-fidelity prototype.
We tested again with 15 users. They were tested to bring the app in the foreground than give them a se-
ries of tasks to accomplish.

Areas improved:
– User now find the Configure App Mail after sign-in and connect his Email Client.
– The users now easy brought the app in the foreground



Add Account

Show Mail Configuration  

Email

Password

Sign inCancel



Logistic B2B App
Case Study

The Basics

My Role
UX Design, Data architect



1. User Flow Sketches

2. Wireframes
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Hi-fi Wireframes

Accommodation Dashboard

Teams

Event - Venues

Add Event


